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Xarly this year inicrogran amounts of the ele nts berkeUwa and alffor 
nj.uni becan available as a result of the irra4tation of pt39 with neutrona for 
a perio&of about 5  years. The production of theee elennts is deacribe4 in a 
paper to be p'ib1ished in the proceedings of this. couterece The present 
ooxenta are added as a aupplenmnt. 

Esretofore, the study of the chemical properties' of berkelium and caU- 
ium has been seierely limited by confinewtut to the. techniques of tracer 

methods. Thus it became iortant to ettet for the first time to investigate 
these elements by macroscopic obaervetions We have now been successful in. 
measuring the maetic susceptibilities of tripositive ions of berkelium and 
caUforniwa and it has been possible to set limits on the intensities of the 
absorption lines of thee,e ions in the range of weve lengths from 	to 7500 

The absorption spectra of the elements were studied by passing an intense 
light through a cap U.sry cell with optically flat windows. Collimators were 
nunted at each end and defined a narrow beam of light (óceonsin. to the 
Ospillary dimensions (O.y mm) ) that passed only through the solution. The trans 
mitt&3.ight was than examined, with a. sile beach seotrometer with glass Optics. 
The length of the 'capillary was about 10 cm and the 'cell volume was aroximitely.  
6 inicroUters. 

Appoximatel. y 0.5 micrograms of berce1ium and One microgram of califor-
nium dissolved j  •diØ hydroorie acid were studied in this cell. Careful. 
examination failed to reveal. ssorption bX either berkelium or californium. Under 
the same conditicna the 5700 X and 5200 X absorption bands of about 2 miczograms 
of neodymium were readily visible. it is therefore concluded that neih5rv 

( in) ..(lIZ) atieoua I ±ons are strongly colored and that the iten.sities 
of any absorption lines in the visible region un.zet be such that their molar 
extension coefficients are zmach less than 20.. 

The failure to observe absorption lines of (ni) ions in the visible 
region of the spectrum is not surprising in view of its expected gromd state 
configuration of 7.  For Ct(lXi) however, Jrgensen1  has predicted absorption 
distributed over most of the visiblo region arising from transitions from the 

ground state to the various OF levele. Our results suggest that the 
transition probabilities are diminishing in the heavier,  as comared to the 
ltghter act inidea. We plan to extend the investigations of the absorption 
spectra into the ultraviolet region. 

The megnetic susceptibilities of tripositivE ions of berkelium and 
californium were measured after sorbing them on a single 0.5 mm diameter 'bead 
of Do'wex-50 % crcsslinked resin in the hydrogen form. The apparatus used fOr 
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the measurements is illustrated In Pig. 1, The bead sias transferred to a very 
smell mylar plastic basket attacied to a quartz fiber 30 cm in length and 12 

- 	microrts in diameter. This aasely was suspended in a tube whieh was filled with 
he1iwi gas. The tube waS surrounded by a quartz dewar 4ontatner into which 
liQ)aids ranging from Liuid nitrogen to hot water could be placed to vary the 

• 	teiierature at which measurements were made. 

• 	The entire sseeubly was placed in a fixed position between the poles of 
an electromagaet. The rapetio susceptibilities of berkeliwn and californium 
were coare8 with those of similar ameunts of gadolinium at the same teiera-
txres and field strengths, by masuring the det3.ectioa of the resin bead dth a 
microscope. Suitable diamagnetic corrections for the basket, fiber and resin 
bead were e in a LimUer fashion. The defletioi produced by 0.056 micrograms 
of calfforuium*  and 0.201 rnL-crogrenis of gadoltwa at several ta*peraturea and 
magnetic field settings are shown in rig L. 8fmilar date were obtslxied in the 
conaa'isou of 0.23 micrograms of berkelium with 0.264 micrCams of gadolinium. 

The gadolinium was sorbed from a solution of known concentration con- 
taiming tracer amewita of either 14i 1  or Cm 44 . Distributions between the 
resin bead and solutiOns were determined using standard equnting techniques 
and, asawning equal distribtition coefficients for curium, americium and 
gadolinium, the aucunt of gadolinium adsorbed could then  be calculated. The 
direction of the errors introdued by the aseunDtioxia of equal distribution co 
effic tents is such as to make the final magnetic susceptibility measurements of 
berkeliwn and Oalitoirnium slightLy 3.ow. 

PrOm Pig. 2 it can be seen that the daTections obtained at a constant 
magnetic field setting vary linearly with the reciprocal of the absolute ters.. 
pérature. The ratios of deflection foz Od(XU) and cr(UI) at each te*rattwe 
and field setting were used to calculate the magnetic susceptibility of califor-
niurn. The same method was used. for berkelium. 

The meaawremants of gadolinium show good agreement with the Curie Law as 
eiected. The data on (XII) and Cf(xU) deviate aprecisbly from the  Curie 
Law. The data are then fitted by a Curte'Weies type of relation d* small A 
values. The "I)erimutal errors, partieulszly at the higez' tep*Datte, ar 
fairlj large and may account in part for the deviation. However, crystal field 
interactions With the ground.state,  multt-3e'.s could lead to the obeerved 
behavior, and may in taøt be responsible fr it4 In any event the  deviations 
are relatively small and effect tball ca 	atéd values of the WrAnts only 
slightly. • 	 • 	 • 

in Pig. 3 are presented the effeoti've magnetic memezits of ions of the 
trTmstwsnium elements containing from 3. to 10 sub-shell electrons. The ments 
have boa ca1cu3.aed directly from the experimental measurements of the 
suscepttbilitie- (enersily, from ervations near room temperature).  The 
points shown also Inc tide the vaLues 8.,7 and 9.2 Bohr megnetrons fart berkelium 
and californium, respectively, calculated from the average of our eerintal 

*Xsgpic composition 	californium 2.79*0.2% 	 Cf 0 , 7. 04 1 $ 

Cr' , 65.15±0.5% WE  . 	 • 
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data taken at five temperatures and two field settings.. The standard deviation 
in the susceptibility values relative to gadoliuiw was i5%. iAz to the absolute 
values of the susceptibilities, we believe these cannot be in error by more than 
20%, with a corresponding. error in the derived moments of not re than 10%. 
The theoretical values for Bk(flI) and cf(III) are 9.7 and 10.6 respectively. 

• 	We show for comparison on the same figure theoretical values of the magnetic 
• 	moments for various numbers of sub-shell electrons calculated acTeording to three 

different sets of assumptions: (a) the electrons occupy tm1f" orbitala and inter-
act by pure L-S coupling, unperturbed by external fields of any kind. (b) The 
electrons are in "d" orbitals, with complete quendbing of the orbital mOmentum 
and (c) the electrons occupy ffl  orbitals with complSt .orital quenching. 

As is well known, the observed maetic momants of the lanthanid element 
compounds are closely in accord with () above and the moments of "4" transition 
series cououn4s agree rather we,1 with (b). 

The third possibility must be considered also, as it cannot be excluded 
priori. The experimental data on the tranauranluin elements clearly. agree best 

with the derived moments calculated from our first set of assumptions. The 
susceptibilities of t(1U) and Ct(flx) are much higher than predicted by the 
'spin only" formulae., and approach rather closely the values found expertmeiatalli 
for the rare earth ions containing the same number of aubshell electrons. There 
would seem to be no further doubt that current evidence on the bulk magnetic 
properties of the tranauranium elements strongly, stports the actinide hypothesis. 
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Fig. 1. Diaarn of 8ppa?atu6 used for magnetic 
suceptbiity measurernents of berke1ii 
eaiifórniuin. 
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Magnet: 

current- Oto 0.70ampS. 

quartz Dewar flask 

liquid bath 

graded seal joint 
(pyrex top-quartz bottom) 

magnet pole face 
(shaped to provide 
inhomogenous field) 

optically flat quartz - 
windows 

right angle prism -  

He inlet 

vertical adjustment 

quartz fiber 12 microns diameter 

vacuum pump 

Mylar cone with resin bead 

Diameter of bead: 0.5mm. 

cone attached to quartz fiber 

with polystyrene glue. 

/  
Dowex 50-4% resin 

View through microscope 

Magnification —75 times. 

Occulor equipped with filar 
Enlargedfield  micrometer. 	- - 	- 	of view 	

microscope 

Fig. 1. 	 -. 



?i. 2.. DflectioA of cal,ifornium and Saa0linium 

tr.ettc field iers reixoca1  Ottaattu 
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Relative deflection in scale 
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3. Bxperimmul and theoretical rnaieti 
of the trnstion s twjeo. 
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Fig. 3. 
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